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Executive Secretary presents to the Cosmission for xt^ attention

his eontrxbutipn to the Secretaxy-General^ appraisal of the scbpey trend ;' .

and cost of the x&galkr Urd-bed Hatiohs'programme in the economic, social ■" .'-

and-humati1 rights fields for the-period 1359^-64, made under the terms of

Economic and Social Govmcil Resolution 665 C.(XX2T)y ;as clarified and

amplified in Council resolution 694 D (XXI7)# V' , ' '"-' ' ■

2, the Executive Secretary was requested to prepare this contribution

to the Secretary-General's appraisal after the first session of the Economic

Commission for Africa had taken place. It was therefore .not possible to

submit it to the Commission for approval and endorsement. However, the

Executive Secretary was able to make an. appraisal based on the vievirs expressed

by the Commission and embodied in its first Report to the Economic and

Social-Council,

5. !The Secretary-General's appraisal was presented to the Economic and

Social Council during.its summer session of 1959- £he Council authorized

the Secretary-General, after making such changes as might seem advises 3e in

the.light of the Qomments made in the debates aid the resolutions adopted

during the twenty-eighth session of the Council, to submit the revised report

Chapter XX of document E/3260/Adda, attached,

59-573 ■", -:
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2. ,

to its Committee on Programme Appraisals by 1 December 1959,

Committee will prepare a final consolidated appraisal' to be'considered

by the Economic and Social Council during, its,,i960 .summer' session,,.'X%-\

may therefore be possible that any changes, which the Commission may ■'

wish to make in the Executive Secretary's appraisal, will be considered

by the Committee on -programme Appraisals, . In any, case, the Economic

and Social Council will have opportunity to note-the Commission's views

as expressed ,in ;.the Report of. its.seconcl ..session^. \ ./■■.•;. ' .

4«. Kie Commission may wish to note that of the other regional economic

Commissions vihich had the relevant parts of this programme appraisal

; .submitted to-tfciem prior to its consideration "by the Economic and; Social

■ . Council, the Commission for-.Asia and ...the-/.Far Eas-t.iand the ^oinmissiqnifbr

r.-Batin .America passed ^reso.lutions e;ndorsing-.:the" gener-alr. lihes of theiparts

■prepared--.by their- Executi.te.E^e'cretarieSj and. requesting;'the■■■Economic:^.-and

Social. Council to give ,-sympatMtiq.; :;0onsideration- :to Itiieir1 proposalsv^he

Economic Commission £or EiptQp$::;include:d,the,'3ummary':re'Gordsi.Jof: its ■'"debates

■;, relevant. to the. Kye-?ear.;Appraisal,in its.annual re^pijt.to the Econqmic

_^^; and Social
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CHAPTER XX'. EC0NO1IC C«XSSXON FOR AFRICA

1* nils note constitutes th§ contribution of the Executive Secretary to the

Secretary-General's five-year progresses appraisal requested by the Econcaaic and

Social Council.

2r Ttoe Economic QamiBsion for Africa ha® been nmfy established. As this

appraisal had to be prepared v@ry shortly after its first session, ltv could not

be presented to the Ceraiseionp but a iseraorandum on Programme of Work and Priorities

('S/CS,Xk/k) «&@ m&aittsfi by %bm ^£©eufciv@ Secretary to the first session of the

Canmissicu which was generally endorsed by the Commission* The CcsBBlssion, +-*yfng

into account tht Bssecutlve Secretary's memorandum and the views expressed by

delegations of ssa££bar asd associate somber Governments and by representatives of

specialised ageaeisg and other organisations, adopted its programme of work

and priorities, which is gives in Part V of its report to the Econcmie and Social

Council (E/5201 - $/CB*lk/lB).. It covers a wide field, and the carrying out of

the work involved eaonot be attempted in a year or two. Many of the projects

Included in the Ccaaaission1® work programme are of a continuing nature. The

following appraisal is based to a large extent on the Executive Secretary's

memorandum %/QI*Xk/k and the work progress a&opted by the Ccnraisslon at its

first session and also on the discussion oa the prograrcme of work which took

place during the first session of the Coamission. It is also based on the

assumption that during the next five or six years, the Commission's vork will

steadily increase both In scope and in depths and it is hoped that by l$Gk it

will have reached a level similar to those of the three sister regional

commissions.

5. The Ccamalssion is the sole Inter"governmental organ for economic co-operation

for all of Africa. The geographical scope of the Commission's work, as defined

in paragraph k of its terms of reference# is "the whole continent of Africa,

Madagascar and other African Islands".

k* The CcESflissloa Is serviced by its secretariat, which is a part of the United

Nations Secretariat. Kae work of the Qomiasicm's secretariat will be closely

co-ordinated with related work being carried on at the Department of Economic

and Social Affairs at Headquarters, The Executive Secretary will draw upon the
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resources of the Department at Headquarters for some of its work. He will also

draw upon the past experience of the sister regional economic ccHnaissions. In

carrying out its woyfc| 1$e ECA secretariat will maintain close co-operative

relations with 9th©3F UbJ.fco' Nations bodies m§ -with the specialized agencies •

The Commission has 9,340 ffflphasized the desirability of co-operating with

inter *8OveBgl&HSpftJ& g^qgiqafelQBg ae provl^fg, Ja its terms of reference, and.

decided to 5ffQ[W6ei5 %$$ ^©cutiv« Secretary %q establish appropriate arrangements

for liaison vith "Ihf Aflffm Owf«rt»ef Of InA«p«ndent African States, the

Economic Ccnaaitte© of %h« league m

Co-operation in Africa iputh Qt %ht

5» The present forward analysis of the scope, trend and costs of ECA's work

prograaaae for the period 1959 to I96V is "based, in addition to the Executive

Secretary's ssemoraodum and the Coamissiosa's work programme mentioned in

paragraph 2 above, on the mandate of the CcasBissioa, the basic need of the

African countries end the economic setting of the region

Sfi The Ccramissioe's terms of reference lay down a mandate of wide scope for its

work and set forth, &tt its main objective, economic development "with a view to

raising the level of economic activity and levels of living in Africa, and for '

maintaining and etreagtheaing the economic relations of countries and territories

of Africa, both assmg themselves and with other countries of the world". The very

-establishment of this Commission and the stress laid by the Conmission at its first

session on the need to tackle as virogously as possible problems of poverty and

under-development are clear demonstrations that the African nations and territories

are »BO«t determined to find solutions designed to further this coaaaoc objective

of econcsnie development! In this connexion it may be noted that the Economic

Comnlaaica for Africa is the first regional commission which has been authorised

by the Economic aad Social Council in its terms of reference to deal with the

social aspects of econowlc development and the interrelationship of economic

and social factors * 1

7* Jn ordier to achieve this broad objective, according to its terms of reference^

the ECA is to "initiate and participate in meaaurgg tor facilitating concerted
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9. ^M&er important character|8$46 9$ %&e African region ie that the

iDternat^onel boundaries are often §q% X>wt suited to the requirements of rapid

economic development. Because of the q^sparatlvely email size of many political

units, their economic progress would in all probability be cindered unless

countries and territories within a region or sub-regloo would be willing to

establish close economic links, to co-operate in Joint economic endeavours,

and to form regional or sub-regional economic groupings. Such economic

co-operation and grouping could be achieved without changes in the political and

constitutional patterns, should there exist some form of flexlbile arrangement such

as the Commission c@& provide,

10. Both economically and socially, Africa Is marked by great diversity. Because

of the vastaess of its geographical area there are significant differences in

economic and social conditions In different parts of the region. There exist,

however, Important similar!ties underlying the «conosiic and social structure of

the African territories. First of all,, production for subsistence occupies a

very important yqle in the economies of African territories* In ©any territories*

the resources of land and labour employed in subsistence production are believed

to be la the order of two-thirds of t&e total 03" all resources productively

employed* Under subsistence agriculture, crops are produced for self consumption

by the farmers and much of food production is based on shifting cultivation

carried out with simple tools. Both yield per acre aad yield Egrjggltft are low

in comparison with the world average. One oS the most ^Usportant economic changes

In the continent la the decline of the subsistence economy, When lead finds new

uses su«h as the planting of cash crops, vh.en labourers are needed in the

production of cash crops, in mining and in the cities, in ehort when a aoney

.economy le introduced, there Is a shift of both land and labour from the

traditional sector and a decline in subsistence agriculture and shifting

cultivation. During this process of the shift of land and labour from the

traditional sector, it is important to Improve its method of production bo that

the shift would not adversely affect the standard of farmi»s« F°r this reason

aad for th« more general reason of maintaining ©r raisins .Pgr^cc^ltM income, it

Is important to Improve agricultural productivity.
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Qn ^^9 one hand, it must not fail.tp #aal with the

an$£© disqfcarge the responsibilities lai$ gown in its

$8 $&$ other ijand, in view o£ the limited r$£ou~aes at its

waj;fc8 its efforts in measures and actions of slight

reason, the Commission at its first session decided to

ojEi a limited number of major areas of activity and on

to the countries and territories of Africa. It is

in mind that the present forward analysis is

■ ' • C. COHCOTED ACTIGH " ■

15. .19* ftftwtlvw Secretary ia firmly of the view that concerted action is a

prime fiq^lop of the Commission. At Its first session the Commission attached

great l^oj?tance to concerted action as an essential factor in economic development

and ai#«u«sed the types of action which might be undertaken. Concrete proposals

were m&4e to Initiate measures for facilitating concerted action (a) to further

economic co-operation among the countries and territories cf a sub-region, and

(b) to improve productivity in agricultural production.

16. The former type of concerted action would provide some form of flexible

arrangement to facilitate economic co-operation in countries and territories

within a regional or sub-regional group. The first two sub-regional groups

selected by the Commission are West Africa and the Maghrebl group. Subject to the

pr|or qpn^nt. oj? the Qorernnients concerned, the Executive Secretary has been

reijueetea by ^ Qwpission. to make (i) a factual study "listing the principal

cape* vk9r« $Ji§ p^ijr^ea and farr4.tprias pf West Afrjof §M& #y!ve mutual
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benefit by I'.ncreaaiwg their economic contacts with each .other, in such':3pheres

as trade; conservation of water; international use pf roads, -railways-.gnd,,..;■: .. /^

harbours; pooling of electric power,,' control of fisheries and,-other economic : ;

matters;" and.(ii).a study "to determine the different aspects, particularly the

agricultural and industrial aspects, of a Maghrebi economic unit."

17- Concerted action may be initiated to attack certain specific problems.

As indicated in paragraph 10 above, there is a special need*in Africa to make

Joint endeavours for the purpose of raising agricultural productivity. ECA'e

interest in agricultural problems would, therefore, run close to the field of

competence of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.,

Consequently, there is the need to establish close working relations "jstween ECA

and FAO. One contemplated arrangement would be to establish a Joint ECA/PAp

Agriculture Division in the ECA secretariat to integrate actiois and research by

the two organisations la relation to mutually agreed fields of work. Concerted

action regarding the raising of agricultural production can cover $uite a number

of fields, including soil conservation, improvement in" farming methods* animal

production, forestry, fisheries, marketing, etc. TUe Commission, at its first

session, specifically requested the Executive Secretary to "explore means of

aiding Governments in ilbrth Africa to develop their aea-f.isheries and esparto

grass reserves in co-operation with the specialized agencies concerned," and to

"request from FAO a report on measures needed in the North East region of Africa

to eradicate infectious diseases of livestock, with special reference to

18. Even in those fields of activity which are the responsibility a£ the -

specialised agencies or other international organizations, the Commission can

make a contribution by taking an active interest in the work being done by

national and international bodies concerned with such activities, by making

suggestions as to the gaps which may be filled or action which may be takes to

accelerate international action, by supporting the national and international

efforts, and by undertaking studies on the economic aspects of these problems.

Locust control may be given es an illustration of this kind of activity. The ;

Commission at its first eeasion requested the Executive Secretary to communicate

with national and international bodies concerned with locust control and inquire
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, tfear© are )fa more important pro^wp of development of modem

diMtrl«U«fflcn, Studies, j* ^« fi^ M suggested in the

Executive Sectary's Maqorugua. on Programs, of Worfe wid Priorities (E/C

■f*jlht laplitffl Rations of types, q$ ini^tpUs «ulUblt to local conditions,

it* o^ yUntf |or various industry ai^ ei^Usr »eor,omip eopfv^f^^^

j of industries for which i^u, ^yfnu^Atf^. p«p^|-ai/l» ' "

In connexion with these stud^p % ^yiew of new,sources of enerffir and

0* ^e«n.t technologicai discoveries would have «n important place as would also

9f training for industrial management, focial aspects of diversificaticm,

^ where industrialization is concern^, should he borne in nind. '

The J^ortance of industrial development corpor&Uoes and incentives to private,

•nterpriee to set up industries Id Africa might be considered as well,as the ,.

role of joint ventures by government and private industry and forffis of ■;■ ;. .

asspeiation of domestic and foreign capital. In" addition to raising proUsms of

economic analysis^ this also calls for legislation." \.':-\

27. Industrial development is a part of the process of the'enlargement of theV

market or money economy. Studies will be made on various economic problems ■

involved in this process. In particular, studies will be undertaken in the -.V,

field of finance. One possible subject for an early study is the establisbaeni;

of monetary autonomy in nevay independent African countries. The achievement .'■'"■■

of political independence haa, it a number of instances, led to major changes in

the determination-of monetary policy within tlw newly independent countries, and .

this process may be expected to contiaue. It is therefore considered fleeirable "*

to study the problems confronting. Qovonraents whan they assume control over their ;

monetary policy. Such a study would seek to define the responsibility which the

Government would have to accept, the role to be played by a central bank when

one is cre&ted, and the obligations involved in the management of" the currency.

Prom such an examination would also develop a study of problems relating to the

control of commercial banks ma other financial institutions. Another study.

which may be undertaken in the field of finance is the mobilisation of voluntary

savinga. Such a study would include institutional aspects, especially how

financial institutions could be used to stimulate savings and to channel them into

productive uses* Special attention would be given to such schemes as development
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operated public utilities, judicial and arbitral settlement of disputes, etc.

In th, invests field there may be need for review of tue rules and regulation
affecting foreign aa well as domestic investments, including tax incentives,

exchange regulations, labour legislation, industrial regulations, etc." .

30. All the studies optioned in the last few paragraphs, it my be noted, will
be undertaken within the wider framework of over-all economic develops. n»

basic economic need of Africa is to expedite economic development so'as to raise
the Per capita income and to close the widening gap between Africa's level* of

real income and thoBe of the developed countries. All projects of the Commission
must centre around this broad objective of the Conmisslot. i

31. One of the basic research projects undertaken by the regional economic

emissions i3 the review and analysis of the current economic situation in their

respective regions, mostly issued in the fora of gcoSogic_suryey3 or bulletins. :

A 'ten-year economic survey describing the economic development"in Africa 3ince

1950 is being prepared and will be completed for submission to the second session ■'
of the Commission. The question has not yet been decided as to whether the ECA '
should prepare an annual economic survey for Africa, as the preparation of such

« annual survey would place « heavy burden on staff resources and involve either!

the interruption of ordinary research work or the specializing of a group of

staff members on the preparation of the survey. It is felt, on the one hand,

that a new economic survey of a purely descriptive nature would tend to be

insufficiently related to policy »tt.« of current importance, aad Qn the other

hand, that certain background information should be prepared for the periodic

review of the economic situation in Africa at the annual sessions of the Commission.

At present it is envisaged that the ECA secretariat will undertake to publish from

tim to time a Bulletin which, la addition to presenting a balanced selection of '

African statistics, would contain articles and/or reports dealing with such topics
as:

(i) outstanding developments in respect of economic and social
policies in Africa;

(ii) repercussions on African economies of policy decisions taken by

the governments of iBportant trading nations outside Africa;
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.., (iii:) the activities of the Conanission ,and its secretariat including reports

on conferences, seminars or working parties; . '."\ :

(iv) selected problems investigated by the secretariat;

(v) a review of relevant studies of African problems undertaken elsewhere..

E, SOCIAL ASPECTS OF'ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

32. As indicated in paragraph 6 above, the Commission has, as one of its

functions, to "deal as appropriate with the social aspects of economic development

and the inter-relationship of economic end social factors," The work programme

of the Commission includes, therefore, such social research as a study of the ways

in which community development programmes can reduce the disruptive effects of

social dislocation In the process of changes In the rural economies of Africa and

contribute to economic grovth in the agricultural sector of African economies; a

study of the changes in the social structure consequent on the establishment of

Industrial enterprises in African conditions (social aspects of industrialization);

and other demogrcphic and social studies, ,

33» The Commission at its first session decided to pay special attention to

community development. A conference or: workshop on community deve-.-pm^nt for

African countries now receiving technical assistance f.-om the United nations in the

organization of national community development programmes, and for other interested

countries end territories, iz schodolod to meet in Se^temb^r 1959. Tni.s will

afford,an opportunity for the cotnnunity development exy;rts of.th-j African countries

and territories and those from the United Nations to exchange experience and to

consider the contribution of community development in economlr. growth in Africa.

The workshop will also be requested to develop general suggestions for the

Executive Secretary concerning the future work in the field of community

development. .

$**• Appropriate steps may also be taken in due course to minimise the social

disruption due to urban development, The rapid increase in urban populations

vhich has taken place in recent years has already created important economic and

social problems. Urbanization, as part of the larger process of economic and

social change, has wide implications for industrial development, location of

industry, commerce, transportation, etc, Xn order to minimize the disruptive.
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effects of urbanization in the future; it will b^ necessary to take appropriate

steps to bring it under more effective control* The Commission might, ia due

course, study the applicability of community development techniques to urban areas

in Africa and the relationship of physical planning in urb&a areas to industrial

development and the location of industries. Other subjects of special interest to

the Commission would be measures aimed at eosatrolling urbanisation through more

effective application of techniques of two ®ad regional planning, the creation of

social services to deal with problems of newly arrived migrants and their families,

as well as the provision of adequate health, educational and welfare facilities.

Both in the rural and in the urban areas, housing would be oae possible subject for

study. In this field, studies on Icw^eest housing, on the development of building

industries and oa the utilization of mod^ra concepts in town aad regional planning

would be helpful to governments in the development of policies and programmes.

Other more specific subjects may include the use of co-operative and self-help

techniques in schemes for low-cost housing, and the application of modem concepts

of physical planning in major projects for resource development and the extension

of urban areas.

P. COLLECTION AMD EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL DATA AND OTHER
BASIC ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL

35« For the conduct of research aad investigations it is necessary to collect and

evaluate the necessary statistical data aud other basic economic and technological

information. From the standpoint of statistical and other basic Information Africa

is among the least known regions. On the one hand, in many fields reliable

statistics are often not available, it ie believed that for about half of the

African population little information has ever been collected on basic demographic

end economic characteristics such ae distribution of population by sex and by age,

rate of growth, land utilization, areas and types of subsistence crops/

productivity in the traditional sector, etc. Furthermost, in almost aU countries,

little or no information is available on income levels, ®s$@nditure and consumption

patterns, savings aad indebtedness, as regards ths swal sector. On the other

hand, it should be recognized that no attempt has evta? be«a made to centralize

basic statistical series on a regioaal basis, and it is believed that the creation
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Is possible was fully recognised. This will involv® two lines of

first, the assembly of data that are readily available, an*, secondly, the

promotion of a wide £>rogremm@ of'field surveys, especially in the traditional

sector of primarily subsistence economy. Both types of activities will be

discussed in the course of a Conference of African Statisticians to be held in

September 1959. The main characteristics of the proposed program/ referred to

as !'tlie statistical survey of.AflricaW. are the following: ■'■ ':: ./r^r-"-

.:■;.-: (a) A miaimum list of basic statistical tables should b@ ©greed upon/as

as a time schedule for assembling them in as comparable a form as possible, la

order not to waste efforts, it is suggested that attention should be focussed oa

the basic data required for development planning. Economists as veil as

statisticians might therefore be associated in the drawing up of the programme,

: (b) Thereafter each country would draw up its own programme for assembling

the date, ifidicatiag the assistance required from the United nations la fractional

(c) The country programme would bg aggregated into

possibly sub-regipaal programmes for the conduct of which statistic®! teams would

be organised, using not only foreign but also local personnel to'tb« maximum'extent'
possible. . . ".. ■■_'. .,.-'■\ ;:

(d) It is also proposed that in ®n early

started in the most statistically advanced countries with

date should permit description of the existing l@v@le of income and

dats u collected from field surveys, these stat^memtg wuld be gradually

improved and completed*

See ADMx-to document Z/ca.lk/k "Proposed Statistical Survey of
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37- la short, the statistical programme of the Commission will focus in the

five years on an ambitious but also realistic undertaking, with a view to

supplying economists both at the national and international levels,, with basic

data required for development and social planning,' ?he workload for the secretariat

of the Commission will depend on the readiness of the countries to undertake such

*b wide effort. It can, however, be assessed that it will 'oe essential to

establish in the ECA secretariat strorg units to dgal with sampling and national

processing facilities and equipment in the region is likely %o be one of the main

bottle-necks in carrying out the survey* the establishment of a processing unit

in the ECA secretariat should sooner or later be given serious consideration*

58. At its first session1the Comtaissioa also recognised that there Is a great

would cover, sources of. energy (including solar energy)? resources for

industrialization, ©to* As a first stage, the Executive Secretary has

U23ESCQ, requesting them to compile a bibliography of the surveys which have already

both the national and the international levels to fill such gaps. The Executive

Secretary has been requested to consider the methods by which the eov&tries and

territories of Africa might be assisted in carrying out such surveys aa they

require with international help.

39* The Commission may find it necessary to participate also in the development

of other types of economic and technological information. As government

expenditures expaad and the public sector exercises greater influence on the

economy, the collection and evaluation of public finance statistics mpy become

increasingly important. Xn the Executive Secretary's memorandum B/CW.l^A* ii; was

suggested that consideration might be given to the ^classification of government

It %B possible that a programme of training in this field would have to be
carried out,, and it might include a number of Bub-regional training centres,
mainly to train field supervisors, and possibly e. central research and training

■/...
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accounts or transactions with a view to facilitating the effective use of the

governmental budget as aninstrment-of economic programing..

G. ECONOMIC AMD TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

hO, Id view of the low level of their economic development, countries and

territories in Africa are greatly in need of eeonomic and technical assistance.

The Commission at its first session noted that at present only a limited amount

of technical and financial assistance was being extended to African states and

territories. It was agreed that the Commission should look into the possibilities

of increasing auch assistance, should keep this question under constant review and

should use such review as a means of ensuring more assistance for Africa from the

United Nations, The Commission.adopted resolution 2(1) on United Hations end

Multilateral Economic Aid to the Independent States end to the Territories awaiting

independence in Africa. Xk the operation&l clauses of this resolution the

Commission, into alia, espreseed the hope (a) that the Governing Council of the

Special Fund, the Technical Assistance Board and the specialized agencies, in their

annual examination-o* the'technical assistance programmes, would give sympathetic

consideration to tha request submitted by the states and territories of Africa,

keeping in mind .their special needs in this field; (b) that the Economic and Social

Council in its examination of the problems of technical end economic aid would Keep

in mind the special needs of the states and territories of Africa, with a view to

increasing the amount of such aid at present maa<? available; (c) that Momber States-

would find means and possibilities of increasing technical and economic assistance

to the African States and Territories/* special consideration fceicg given to

countries passing through a critical, phase; (d) that members and associate members

of the Commission would voluntarily1make available technical assistance facilities

to farther its work; and (e) that every consideration would be given to Guinea's

special position by the'authorities responsible for administering the various

technical assistance programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.

kl. There vill be continuing work relating to economic and technical assistance.
First, the Commission has requested the Executive Secretary to submit to its

second session both a report on the measures taken to implement resolution 2(l)

and a report reviewing the aid, both multilateral and bilateral, being given to
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H. ADVTS0RX SERVICES AND TRAlHIBO

**2. Technical assistance by the United Nations to Africa may be supplemented by

advisory services rendered by the Commission, The terms of reference of the '._

Commission authorized it to "perform, within the available resources of its ^

secretariat, such advisory services as the countries ®&& territories of the region

may desire, provided that such services do not overlap with those rendered by other,

bodies pt the United Nations and by the specialised agencies*" There is a special '.

need fpr the Gojqmi^ipn. to provide consultative 'eprY^fcSS £ft tl}$ form o£

to
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X. FUTURE DEVELOEMEKT

^■5. The prograasne pf work of the Commission, as outlined in this appraisal, wili

be a very heavy one. Xn 1959 the actual work to be undertaken will be limited to a

moderate scale, since the recruitment of suitable staff has to be done with due

care and thought. In view, however, of the great &.A urgent needs of the region,

6/ At preseat such trainees are considered as research assistants. More ambitious
training can only be considered when the bulk of the professional staff of the
secretariat has been recruited and its work rufficiently advanced to permit a

realistic appraisal of the possibilities that exist for training and
supervision.
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there (jty^d *>«? ?& ^44er dalay/in, translating into f&tyxi the mandate;laid'down "in

the-gop^ss^n's ^srjns "of f$£.erencs apd i*i :ie^lecienting the'-importsht'vcrk projects

outline t^oye, ^^ igo^st^ pt th<» ycfrfc int 1959 should not keep the Coiraniasion

frora tJTfeiSRsifyin^ jfit v^'in ^Utvre year?! On the contrary, it is inrport^nt that

^jrt five or ^n y©§re,fhe Comission's work should steadily and rapidly

l?qth la pcjope eiq^ i^ d-ej^h, and it- is hoped that by 196U its level of work

should ba qoiRpar.^^ to tha$ reached r.t that time'by the sister regional economic


